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ALEXEY IVANOVICH DANILOV (24 March 1956 - 07 July 2016) 
 

 
 
A talented electrochemist, the former regional representative of Russia in ISE (2003-2006), our dear 
colleague and trusty friend, Alexey Ivanovich Danilov passed away untimely in Moscow.  
 
Alexey was deeply absorbed in experimental research in the field of interfacial electrochemistry. His 
favourite areas were nucleation and underpotential deposition, and he also was very enthusiastic with 
construction of new instruments. He graduated from the Department of Electrochemistry in Moscow State 
University in 1978, and joined the lab of Professor Yuriy M. Polukarov in the Institute of Physical 
Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (later merged with Frumkin Institute of 
Electrochemistry). Alexey promoted the extension of the topical area of this lab (later headed by himself): 
from pure galvanics to very tiny initial steps of metal growth. His favorite process was copper 
crystallization.  
 
Alexey had courage to develop experimental facilities of his lab under any circumstances (which were 
rather unfavorable during the period of reforms in Russia). He learned single crystal electrochemistry in 
Alicante group and introduced it in Moscow, and also spent a lot of efforts to develop local in situ STM. 
He also learned a lot from Bulgarian nucleation school, and generously shared this knowledge with 
colleagues in Russia. Thoroughness of his experimental work was outstanding, and he never moved away 
from his cells and potentiostats even when being overloaded with organizational burdens. His 
voltammograms and current transients demonstrate the unique elegance, which results from fantastic 
diligence and deep understanding of the phenomena under study. This style appeared to be catching for 
young people, and the lab developed actively.  
 
People in Alexey's surrounding considered him as a 'stone wall'. This goes from Russian idiom and means 
that everybody feels safe with him. Personally he was a modest and unpretentious person,  with an 
excellent sense of humour and always friendly attitude to colleagues. Simultaneously, he had very solid 
professional and civil views, and never restrained himself to declare these views. He was an excellent 
supervisor and mentor for his students inspiring them to be independent scientists. What happened is a 
sad blow for community, and irreplaceable loss for Alexey's family, his co-workers and disciples. 
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